A high transmittance color liquid crystal display mode with controllable color gamut and transparency
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a color transparent liquid crystal (LC) mode that can control the properties of the color gamut and transparency in a single panel. To achieve high transmittance in the transparent LC mode, a reactive mesogen (RM) with embedded color dichroic dyes was applied instead of a color filter. Basically, the LC mode applied a 3-terminal electrode structure to switch between the transparent LC mode and the conventional color LC mode. Depending on the direction of the applied voltage, we can operate both the color mode and the transparent mode in a single panel, and modulate the transparency and color purity of the cell through appropriate voltage control. In the experiments, we confirmed that the transmittance and the color gamut of the cell were 39.4% and 2% in the transparent LC mode and 14.9% and 34% in the color LC mode, respectively. Modulation of the color gamut and transparency between each LC mode are also demonstrated in the paper.
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1. Introduction

Liquid crystal display (LCD) technologies have been developed to provide better electro-optical characteristics such as a wide viewing angle, fast response time, and high contrast ratio [1–9]. In spite of superior optical performances, studies on advanced LCD technologies are still required to realize more convenient and interactive display performance. Recently, one of the most important issues of the next-generation LCDs appears to concern transparent-display technology [10–13]. Especially, transparent displays can simultaneously show both conventional color images and background images behind the panel by using transparent optical devices. Moreover, this optical performance can produce a new visual experience to attract the viewer’s attention, and can be applied not only to displays, but also to many different fields, including advertisements, transportation, medical, military, and interior design applications.

In order to enable an excellent transparent-display performance, the light efficiency of the panel must be improved to obtain high transparency characteristics. However, the conventional LCD mode normally exhibits very low transmittance of ~5% due to several of its optical elements such as its thin-film transistor (TFT), electrodes, color filter, and polarizers [11, 12, 14]. Especially, color filters and polarizers lead to a decrease in transmittance of more than 80%. To overcome this loss in light transmittance, several transparent LCD modes such as the polymer-dispersed LC (PDLC) mode [15, 16], the
cholesteric LC (Ch-LC) mode [17–19], and guest-host (G-H) mode [20, 21] have been developed. These modes, which are representative of polarizer-free modes, can exhibit high transmittance by using the optical property of the light instead of the polarizer. In these modes, however, high transmittance can deteriorate the color gamut for vivid image quality due to the trade-off relation between the transmittance and color purity in the transparent mode. Therefore, the development of a novel LC mode with high transmittance and good color purity has become an important research goal.

In this paper, we proposed a LC mode that can switch between the color LC mode and the transparent LC mode by using a 3-terminal electrode structure. Basically, we used a black dye-doped LC mixture for achieving a superior dark state in the transparent mode. In addition, we established a reactive mesogen (RM) with embedded red (R), green (G), and blue (B) color dichroic dyes on the top substrate instead of using pigment-dispersed color filter to achieve a full-color state in the transparent cell. By controlling the voltage direction through the 3-terminal electrode in the cell, we could switch the optical properties of the color mode and the transparent mode. In addition, we could also modulate the optical and color properties between the color mode and the transparent mode by applying the appropriate voltage.

2. Cell structure and the electro-optical principle of the proposed transparent LC cell

Figure 1 shows the proposed cell structure for the transparent and color display mode. To switch between the conventional color LC mode and transparent LC mode, the 3-terminal electrode structure, which consists of two common electrodes and a patterned electrode, is used. The top substrate had a basic electrode layer for each color dye area. On the bottom substrate, the upper electrode layer was used as the patterned electrode with an electrode width of 4 μm and interval 4 μm between the patterned electrodes, and lower electrode layer had common electrode. In this cell, RM with embedded color dichroic dyes, which has an alignment direction to the x-axis, is established on the top substrate to realize the color LC mode with high transmittance in the proposed transparent LC cell.

![Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the cell and electrode structure for the transparent LC mode.](image)

Figure 2 illustrates the three modes in the transparent cell. In the initial dark mode, we used the electrically controlled birefringence (ECB) mode [22, 23] that is rubbed antiparallel to the x-direction, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). In this state, incident polarized light passes through the transparent LC cell without any change in the polarization. Therefore, all of the light wavelengths are strongly absorbed by the black and color dyes. In the conventional color LC mode and transparent LC mode, a vertical alignment (VA) mode [24, 25] and twisted nematic (TN) mode [26, 27] were respectively used by applying the voltage to the 3-terminal electrode. In the VA mode which is homeotropic state in Fig. 2 (b), the incident light is not affected in the black dye layer because of the orthogonality between the two optical axes of the polarized light and black dyes. However, after passing through the color dye layer, the light contains the specific color wavelengths from the dichroic color dyes; thus, the color LC
mode can be realized in a cell. On the other hand, the transparent mode applies a fringe electric field between the two electrodes on the bottom substrate. In this case, the LCs and black dyes on the bottom surface are reoriented in the y-direction, and the polarization axis of the incident light in the black dye layer is also rotated in the y-direction due to the wave-guiding effect in the o-mode, especially when patterned electrode is finely patterned [28,29]. Finally, the light passing through the proposed transparent LC cell is optically transmitted without the absorption of wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Two modes are controlled by appropriately applying the voltage to 3-terminal electrode so that the color gamut and transparency can be modulated in a single pixel. The electro-optic performance of the proposed device will be better as the dichroic ratio of embedded dye is higher.

![Fig. 2. Electro-optical principle of the three LC modes in the proposed transparent LC cell: (a) an initial dark mode, (b) a color LC mode and (c) a transparent LC mode.](image)

3. Experiments and discussions

Figure 3 shows the schematic of the fabrication process. We prepared the two substrates with the 3-terminal electrode structure in Fig. 3(a). A polyamic acid (PA) type of alignment layer (AL16301K, JSR Micro Korea) was spin-coated on two prepared substrates to align the cell layers. Next, the PA was pre-baked at 100°C for 10 min, followed by hard baking at 230°C for 2 hours for the polymerization to be completed. In case of the top substrate, the coating was performed on both sides due to the alignment of the black and color dye layers as shown in Fig. 3(b). In this case, one side of PA layer can be destroyed if spin-coating for both sides of a substrate was performed. Thus, we performed the prebaking process for top substrate during the long time (>10 min) than bottom substrate to obtain the partial-imidization state of the PA layer. From the simple experiment, we could achieve that the alignment layer on both side of top substrate was successfully established without any destruction of both alignment layers. The surface was rubbed antiparallel to the x-axis, as mentioned above. To establish the color dye layer, we embedded the RM (SIR-W057C, Osaka Organic Chemical, Japan), and the R, G, and B color dichroic dyes. The color property of each color layer is obviously dependent on the solubility of the color dyes to the RM material, which means high solubility of the dye material makes high color purity and broad color gamut. In this experiment, the mixture ratio was 2.47wt% of red dyes, 4wt% of green dyes, and 0.5wt% of blue dyes, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(c), the blue dye mixture was initially spin-coated onto the upper surface of the top substrate. Then, the mixture was exposed to the UV light source of 150mW/cm² for 15 sec through a photo-mask in Fig. 3(d), followed by pre-baking at 60 °C for 5 min. Next, the unexposed area was washed by using the developer solution (Osaka Organic Chemical, Japan) in Fig. 3(e) so that the blue dye area could be patterned. The green and red dyes were then added using the same process with UV exposure conditions of ~100mW/cm², and ~30mW/cm² for 15 sec, respectively. However, stacked three-color dyes can be contaminated because of the strong chemical reaction that occurs between the dyes. To solve this simple problem, the NOA68 (Norland Products Inc., USA) was covered on the fabricated dye area after attaching the mask tape between the patterned areas in Fig. 3(f) and cured with UV light, as shown in Fig. 3(g). To coating with the other color dyes, the mask
tapes were then removed in Fig. 3(h). As a result, we could fabricate the three-color dye layer as shown in Fig. 3(i). We finally assembled the two substrates and maintained the cell thickness by using a spacer. In order to make an excellent dark state of the cell, we found maximum soluble state of the black dye material to the LC material. In this experiment, we formed black dyes by mixing the R, G and B color dye. The optimized black dye-doped LC (MLC-7037, $\Delta \varepsilon = 5$, and $\Delta n = 0.1144$, Merck) mixture with dye doping amount of 2.7 wt% was injected into two substrates as shown in Fig. 3(j).

![Fig. 3. Schematic diagram for the process steps of the transparent LC cell fabrication.](image)

The optical properties in color mode, transparent mode and intermediate color mode can be simply calculated by calculating polarization state in front of the color dye layer. In calculation, we used the commercial LC software TechWiz LCD provided by the Sanayi System Co. in Korea. Figure 4 shows the calculated optical transmittance of the R, G, and B color dye layer in the proposed optical structure at 11$\mu$m cell gap. In this figure, intermediate color state can be controlled by applying the voltage to the 3-terminal electrode.

![Fig. 4. The calculated optical transmittance of the proposed transparent LC mode in color mode, transparent mode and intermediate color mode: (a) blue area, (b) green area and (c) red area.](image)

From this calculated results, we can also calculate the color property of the proposed optical structure. Figure 5 shows the calculated color property of the LC cell in color mode, transparent mode and intermediate color mode. From this, we can confirm that the color property can be controlled between the color gamut in color mode and transparent mode by appropriating voltage.
Fig. 5. The calculated color properties of the proposed transparent LC cell in color mode, transparent mode and intermediate color mode.

Figure 6 shows the microscopic image for the R, G, and B areas of the fabricated color-dye layer. In the parallel state between the polarization axis and the absorption axis of dyes as shown in Fig. 6(a), we could confirm the good color purity of each dye. On the other hand, all of the light wavelengths in the perpendicular state pass through the color layer except small absorption, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Therefore, we expected that the conventional LC mode and transparent LC mode could be simultaneously operational in a single panel.

To verify the electro-optical performance of the proposed mode, we measured the transmittance of the cell by using a spectrometer (SPTR-100, Sesim LCD Co.). In the experiment, we applied a 1V/μm electric-field strength to the color LC mode and 9V to the transparent LC mode of the cell. Figure 7 shows the transmittance graph of the R (square), G (diamond), and B (circle) areas in the three modes as a function of the cell thickness. In the initial dark mode, the optimized black dye-doped LC mixture could induce a superior dark level; especially, the transmittance at the 32μm cell gap was minimized due to the high absorptance of the light in the high cell gap. Moreover, the transmittance of the color LC mode and transparent LC mode was highly enhanced by the presence of two dye layers. As a calculation result of the total transmittance of the cell, we achieved high transmittance of more than 15% in the color LC mode and 40% in the transparent LC mode, respectively.
Fig. 7. Measured transmittance graph of the R, G and B areas in three modes as a function of the cell thickness.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) represent the measured chromaticity diagrams (CIE 1931) of the R, G, and B areas in the color and transparent LC modes. The measured color gamut compared well with the National Television Standard Committee (NTSC) color gamut, which is the standard ratio for the triangular area of the color gamut. In the transparent LC mode, we confirmed that each color point was closely located around the white point with the symbol (*), as shown in Fig. 8(a). The color gamut area was approximately 2% when compared with the NTSC standard. In the color LC mode, however, the color gamut was largely widened by more than 30% for each cell gap through the optimized solubility of the color dyes, as can be seen in Fig. 8(b). From these experimental results, we confirmed that the proposed transparent cell can modulate the color gamut between the color LC mode and transparent LC mode so that we realized controllable transparency in a single panel.

Fig. 8. Chromaticity diagrams (CIE 1931) of the proposed transparent LC cell (a) in the transparent LC mode and (b) in the color LC mode.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we proposed a switchable LC mode between a transparent LC mode and a color LC mode for transparent LCD applications. By using the RM mixed-color dichroic dyes on a substrate instead of a color filter, we achieved superior color purity and high transmittance in the cell. Furthermore, a black dye-doped LC mixture induced a good dark level so that the LC cell could show a high contrast ratio in the transparent mode. Through the experiments, we confirmed that the color LC mode and transparent LC mode are switched according to the
direction of the applied electric field to the 3-terminal electrode. Therefore, the color purity between the color LC mode and transparent LC mode could be modulated in the proposed LC cell. As results, the proposed LC mode realized both high transmittance and controllable transparency in a single panel. Obviously, the chemical and optical property of the color dye material can be one of most important factor that decides the electro-optical characteristics of the LC cell. Therefore, application of the good dye material to the proposed transparent LC mode will make the electro-optical characteristics of the LC mode excellent.
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